
Genetic Action Guaranteed!

We stand behind our genetic testing results 110%
We order genetic tests to find answers that can provide action towards better health.  
Thats why we have created the Genetic Action Guarantee!™ If our genetic testing results
dont provide actionable direction for you, we will refund the price at 110%!  

A Common Scenario
If you’ve ordered clinical genetic testing before, you’ve probably come across the dreaded single page 
result with a big green image that says “No Variants Found!” Then you have to go back to your 
patient/client and explain that after all the time and money spent on getting this genetic test, it doesnt 
really tell you much... Even though it was explained as a very comprehensive genetic tests that looks 
at so much more than the $99 ancestry test that they ordered on thier own. This situation is confusing 
and frustrating for everone involved.

Why The Confusion? 
Our current healthcare model seems to be super focused on a single gene - single diagnosis model. So 
they have taught us to filter out 100% of the genetic information contained in your results that dont 
have direct (and published) correlation to your current possible diagnosis. This results in a report with 
very focused, but very little information. On the other side, your patient/client has, or has a freind that 
received a $99 self ordered ancestry test with included genetic raw data that contains thousands of 
genotyped markers for them to research and use throughout their life. It’s not hard to see that a 
patient/client would think the test that gave them thousands of genetic markers for less money is the 
better value. It’s also not hard to see that a patient/client would get frustrated with their health 
professional after ordering a clinical grade genetic test and having no action to take from the results. 

Our Solution
Here at GeneSavvy, the word “ACTION” is used in every meeting, every thought, every idea, it is the 
reason for our existance. At every decision tree question we ask “Does this provide better action?” 
With every new feature we build we ask “Can health professionals use this for better action?” I think 
you’re starting to get the idea here... We do everything in our power to provide tools that create 
action! We are so confident that our tools will provide action, we are willing to put our money where 
our mouth is and offer a 110% refund. If we cant help you create a single actionable item for better 
health from your GeneSavvy genetic results, we will pay YOU! 

Questions? Give us a call! 425-686-0000


